ECON 202 002 Principles of Microeconomics

WHAT DID YOU **LIKE MOST** ABOUT THIS INSTRUCTOR AND COURSE?

1. “The way he explained the material is clearly. I never liked ECON, but he made it easy for me to understand”
2. “The instructor was very nice and taught well although this was a difficult class”
3. “His use of examples and that he thoroughly teaches the material with them”
4. “Nothing”
5. “I like that we are provided an opportunity for extra points through quizzes and in-class assignments”
6. “Sense of humor”
7. “Dr yaya shows great enthusiasm in class and respects all students and their questions”

WHAT DID YOU **DISLIKE MOST** ABOUT THIS INSTRUCTOR AND COURSE?

1. “Nothing”
2. “How our grades are based only on exams”
3. “The way he made his exams”
4. “The accent of the instructor is a bit difficult to understand at times”
5. “Do not help students who are struggling “

WHAT **CONSTRUCTIVE SUGGESTIONS** DO YOU HAVE FOR THIS INSTRUCTOR OR COURSE?

1. “Keep it up”
2. “To have less material because it’s a lot for the summer”
3. “Continue using varied colors in white board graphs. It helps”